Bright LED Motion sensor light - TDL002
This light provides a bright (50-80 lumens) white light when it
senses movement up to 3 metres away. It will only come on in
low light conditions to avoid battery wastage. It switches off 30
seconds after movement stops.
It is ideal to light dark cupboards,wardrobes and draws,or for
additional low level lighting on dark stairs or passages etc.
The light swivels in its frame to angle the light to the required
area.
Powered by 3x AA 1.5V alkaline batteries (not supplied)
It can be fixed on any flat dry indoor or weather protected
surface using screws or the double sided sticky pad provided.

Orientation
The light is approx. 259x26x22mm (10.1x1.1x0.8 inch) It is a
tubular shaped plastic lamp rotating in a flat metal frame.
On the Front of the lamp at one end is a square black button
switch and a round dome shaped opaque movement sensor.
On the Back of the lamp in the centre is a battery compartment
with a small semi circular catch at one end.

Operation
To insert or change Batteries, turn the lamp tube whilst
keeping the frame still so that the back of the lamp is facing
you, locate the battery cover catch and lightly pull it towards the
centre whilst lifting to remove the cover. The 3 “AA” batteries
slot inside the tube one after the other with the positive terminal
first, the final battery should be first pushed lightly against the
spring ( negative end) in the opposite direction and then
lowered into place against the other two batteries. The cover
can then be replaced.

To switch lamp on or off:
Press the black square button on the front of the light, when the
light comes on the movement sensor is activated, the lamp will
switch off after 30 seconds and is now in automatic switching
mode, it will light again when movement is detected .
(The sensor only works in dusk or dark light levels) .
The lamp can be switched off at any time by pressing the black
button again, this will also switch the sensor off.

Guarantee
This product is guaranteed from manufacturing faults for 12
months from date of purchase. If you have any problems with
the product, firstly contact your retailer or supplier.

At the end of the products life you can return it to the
supplier or manufacturer for free of charge disposal. This is to comply
with Waste electrical and Electronic Equipment Directive.
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